GAS STAINLESS COOKTOPS
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Important!
SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS
The models shown in this document may not be available in all markets and are
subject to change at any time. For current details about model and specification
availability in your country, please visit our local website listed on the back cover
or contact your local Fisher & Paykel dealer.
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Safety and warnings

Operation

WARNING!
Poisoning Hazard
Never use this appliance as a space
heater to heat or warm the room. Doing
so may result in carbon monoxide
poisoning and overheating of the
appliance.
Failure to follow this advice may result
in poisoning or death.
WARNING!
Hot Surface Hazard
This appliance becomes hot during use.
Do not touch the cooktop components,
burners, pan supports or the stainless
steel surfaces when hot.
Before cleaning, turn the burners off
and make sure the whole cooktop is
cool.
Failure to follow this advice may result
in serious injury.

Safety and warnings

WARNING!
Fire Hazard
Never leave the appliance unattended
when in use. Boilover causes smoking
and greasy spillovers that may ignite.
Failure to follow this advice may result
in serious injury.
WARNING!
Explosion Hazard
Do not use or store flammable
materials such as gasoline near this
appliance.
Do not spray aerosols in the vicinity of
this appliance while it is in operation.
Failure to follow this advice may result
in death or serious injury.
WARNING!
Electrical Shock Hazard
Switch the power to the cooktop
off at the wall before cleaning or
maintenance.
Failure to follow this advice may result
in death or electrical shock.
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Safety and warnings

Important safety instructions!
Operation

Keep children away from the cooktop when it
is in use.
Household appliances are not intended to be
played with by children.
Children of less than 8 years old must be kept
away from the appliance unless continuously
supervised. This appliance can be used by
children aged from 8 years and above, and
persons with reduced physical, sensory or
mental capabilities or lack of experience
and knowledge, if they have been given
supervision or instruction concerning the
use of the appliance in a safe way and they
understand the hazards involved. Cleaning
and user maintenance shall not be done by
children without supervision.
If the electrical supply cord is damaged,
it must only be replaced by an authorised
person.
If the appliance is connected to the gas supply
with a flexible hose, make sure that the hose
cannot come in contact with the bottom of
the appliance or any sharp edges.
Ensure that the electrical connection plug is
accessible after installation.

Safety and warnings
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Important safety instructions!
Operation

This appliance should be connected to a
circuit that incorporates an isolating switch
providing full disconnection from the
electricity supply.
Do not use an asbestos mat or decorative
covers between the flame and the saucepan
as this may cause serious damage to your
cooktop.
Do not place aluminium foil or plastic dishes
on the cooktop burners.
Do not let large saucepans, frying pans or
woks push any other pans aside. This could
make them unstable or deflect heat onto your
benchtop and damage the surface.
Do not use a steam cleaner for cleaning this
cooktop.
Saucepan handles may be hot to touch.
Ensure saucepan handles do not overhang
other gas burners that are on. Keep handles
out of reach of children.
Do not stand or place heavy objects on this
appliance.
After use, ensure that the control dials are in
the ‘OFF’ (o) position.
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Safety and warnings

Important safety instructions!
Operation

Where this appliance is installed in marine
craft or in caravans, it shall not be used as a
space heater.
The use of a gas cooking appliance results
in the production of heat and moisture in
the room in which it is installed. Ensure
the kitchen is well ventilated. Keep natural
ventilation holes open or install a mechanical
ventilation device (mechanical extractor
hood). Prolonged intensive use of the
appliance may call for additional ventilation,
for example opening of a window, or more
effective ventilation, for example increasing
the level of mechanical ventilation where
present.
After having unpacked the appliance, check to
ensure that it is not damaged.
In case of doubt, do not use it and consult your
supplier or a professionally qualified technician.
Packing elements (eg plastic bags, polystyrene
foam, nails, packing straps, etc.) should not be
left around within easy reach of children, as
these may cause serious injuries.
Do not modify this appliance.

Safety and warnings
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Important safety instructions!
Operation

This appliance is to be serviced only by an
authorised person.
Some products are supplied with protective
film on steel and aluminium parts. This film
must be removed before using the appliance.
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About your new cooktop
Thank you for buying a Fisher & Paykel gas cooktop. We recommend you read the whole guide
before using your new cooktop, for both safety and cooking success. For more information, visit
our local website listed on the back cover.
Safety feature: flame failure protection
Your cooktop is equipped with flame failure protection: the gas supply will automatically be cut
off to a burner that is accidentally blown out by a draught or extinguished by a spill.

Before using the cooktop for the first time
Read this user guide, taking special notice of the ‘Safety and Warnings’ section.
Check that the pan supports are all in place and stable, and the flame spreaders, burner caps and
rings are all seated correctly.
Check that the installer has completed the ‘Final checklist’ in the Installation instructions.
Ensure the power supply to the cooktop is turned on.
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Cooktop layout - CG604D
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Cooktop layout - CG905D

Semi-rapid burner
Rapid burner
Mini wok burner
Wok burner
Auxiliary burner
Control dials

Using your cooktop
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Off

b

a

High
High
Low

Burner
indicator
1

Identify the dial of the burner you want to
use.

a

2

Press down (a) then turn anti‐clockwise to High (b).
The ignitors will start clicking as they
spark.
If there is no clicking, there is no spark
to light the burner. If the burner fails to
light turn the dial back to off (o) and see
‘Troubleshooting’.

4

When you have finished cooking, turn the dial
clockwise back to off (o).
Check that the burner has gone out.
Before leaving the kitchen, check that all
burners have been turned off.

3 secs

b
High

Low
3

After the burner has lit, keep the dial held
down for 3 more seconds (a), then release.
You may now adjust the flame
anywhere between High and Low (b).
Do not adjust or leave the dial
between High and off (o).

Important!
Turn the burner off (o) and see ‘Troubleshooting’ for what to do next if you experience any of the following:
There’s a strong gas smell.
The flame has been blown out by a draught or
extinguished by a spill.
There is no clicking/sparking or there is clicking/
sparking, but a burner or burners won’t light.
The flames don’t burn all the way around a
burner, or some flames flicker.

The flame goes out when you release the dial
3 seconds after lighting.
The flame is yellow or yellow‐tipped rather
than blue.
The flames are too large, small, irregular,
noisy or lift away from the burner.
There has been a power failure.

Using your cooktop
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Wok cooking
Use your wok only on the wok or mini wok burner (depending on model) and with the supplied
wok stand in place, as shown.

Important!
Make sure that the wok stand is stable: its notches need to fit tightly over the pan supports, as
shown.
Make sure the wok does not push any other pans aside. This could make them unstable, or deflect
heat onto nearby walls or the benchtop.

Notch

CG905D Wok burner illustrated
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Cooking guidelines and cookware

Cooking guidelines

Important!
Never leave the cooktop unattended when in use. Boilover causes smoking and greasy spills that
may ignite.
Take care when deep-frying: oil or fat can overheat very quickly, particularly on a high setting.
Using a lid will reduce cooking times through retaining the heat.
Minimise the amount of liquid to reduce cooking times.

Cookware

Use saucepans with thick flat bases.
Do not let large saucepans or frying pans overlap the bench, as this can deflect heat onto your
benchtop and damage its surface.
Always make sure saucepans are stable by centring them over the burner.
Make sure the size of the pan matches the size of the burner. A small pot on a large burner is not
efficient.The following table shows the minimum and maximum saucepan base diameters that
may be used on each burner:

Burner

Minimum ∅

Maximum ∅

Auxiliary

n/a

22 cm

Semi-rapid

n/a

22 cm

Rapid

n/a

22 cm

15 cm

22 cm

n/a

36 cm

20 cm

40 cm

n/a

45 cm

Mini wok

regular pans
woks (with wok stand)

Wok

regular pans
woks (with wok stand)

Care and cleaning
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Important!
Before any cleaning or maintenance, always:
turn all burners off.
switch the power to the cooktop off at the wall.
make sure that the cooktop and its parts are a safe temperature to touch.

General advice
Clean the cooktop regularly—do not let stains become burnt on, as they may become very
difficult to remove.
Do not use abrasive cleaners, cloths or pads to clean any part of your cooktop. Some nylon
scourers may also scratch. Check the label.
Clean up spillages as soon as possible. If left to dry on, food residue may clog the flame ports,
causing an uneven flame pattern.
Make sure that no cleaner residue is left on any cooktop part; when heated, these could stain the
cooktop.
See the following pages for instructions on replacing the pan supports and reassembling the
burners correctly after cleaning.
Do not clean cooktop parts in a self-cleaning oven.
Do not use a steam cleaner.

What?
How often?
Stainless
steel base
After every
use

1
2

3
4
5

Control dials
As needed

1

2

How?

Important!

Soak any stubborn stains under a hot
soapy cloth.
Wipe the soiling off with a cloth using
a mild household detergent or stainless
steel cleaner.
Wipe with a clean damp cloth.
Wipe the surface dry with a microfibre
cloth.
For extra shine, use a suitable stainless
steel polish.
Hard water spots can be removed with
household white vinegar.

Do not use abrasive cleaners,
steel soap pads or sharp
objects on stainless steel.
Always read the label to make
sure that your stainless steel
cleaner does not contain
chlorine compounds as these
are corrosive and may damage
the appearance of your
cooktop.
Always rub the stainless steel in
the direction of the grain.
The graphics are etched onto
the steel by laser and will not
rub off.

Wipe with a damp cloth and mild
detergent. Stainless steel cleaner can be
used on the top surface of the dials only.
Dry thoroughly with a soft cloth.

Do not use oven cleaner on the
dials, as doing so may damage
their coating.
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Care and cleaning

What?
How often?
Burner
caps and
rings, flame
spreaders,
pan
supports,
wok stand
As needed,
but at least
once a month

1

2

3

How?

Important!

Remove the parts that you wish to clean.
See the the illustrations following this
chart.
Soak stubborn stains in a solution of
biological clothes washing detergent or
powdered dishwasher detergent.
Clean the parts in hot soapy water. Use a
stiff nylon brush or straight-ended paper
clip to clear the flame ports.

Make sure you keep the flame
ports clear. Soiling from food
spillage may clog these and
cause ignition problems or
uneven flame patterns.
Remove stains left by food or
spillovers as soon as possible.
If left to burn on, they may
be difficult to remove or even
permanently discolour these
parts.
Before replacing the burner
parts, make sure that they
are completely dry. Wet
burner parts may result in an
irregular flame.
Before lighting a burner you
have reassembled, check
that all of its parts have
been positioned correctly.
Incorrect assembly can cause
dangerous irregular flames
and ignition problems.

Flame
ports
(mini wok
burner
only)

4
5
6

Ignitor and
probe
At least once
a month

Rinse in warm water.
Dry thoroughly.
Replace the parts correctly, as shown in
the drawings following this chart.

Clean these very carefully using a toothbrush
dipped into methylated spirits.

Ignitor

All gas
components
of the
cooktop
Once every
3-4 years

Flame
ports

Probe

Contact your local Authorised Repairer
to perform a thorough check on all gas
components of the cooktop.
For Authorised Repairer details, see
your Service & warranty book or contact
Customer Care.

A clean ignitor ensures
trouble-free sparking and the
probe ensures that the flame
failure protection operates.
Check the ignitor and probe
regularly to make sure they
are clean.

All checking and
maintenance must be
performed by a suitably
qualified person.
If the gas is connected with
a flexible hose, checking
should include inspecting the
entire length of the flexible
hose assembly for any sign of
wear or damage.

Care and cleaning
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Replacing the pan supports correctly
CG905D models
The two pan supports are interchangeable. Fit them as shown and so that the rounded corners
are to the outside, matching the cooktop base.

Fig.19 Correct positioning of pan supports (CG905D models)

CG604D models
The pan supports can only be placed as shown and need to be rotated to match the rounded
corners of the cooktop base and the opening fits over the mini-wok burner.

Fig.20 Correct positioning of pan supports (CG604D models)
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Care and cleaning

Replacing the burner parts correctly
Semi-rapid, rapid, and auxiliary burners

Cap

Flame
spreader

Probe

Ignitor

Wok and mini wok burners (Wok burner illustrated)

Flame
spreader

Ignitor

Cap
Ring

Probe

Troubleshooting
Problem
There is a strong gas
smell.
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Possible causes and solutions
The gas connection could be leaking because of incorrect
installation or damaged piping.

Important!
Do not use any electrical equipment or operate any electrical switches.
1 If any burners are on, turn all of them off immediately.
2 If you know how to shut off the gas supply to your cooktop
(either at the valve or the gas bottle), do so.
3 Open a window to let the gas out.
4 Contact your local Authorised Repairer as soon as possible.

Important!
Do not use the cooktop until it has been repaired.

There is a slight
rubbery or metallic
smell when I use the
cooktop for the first
time.

This is normal for first use and is caused by manufacturing
residues burning off. The smell will disappear with use.

There is a power failure.

You can still use your cooktop, but will need to match‐light the
burner(s). To do so, press down and turn the dial anticlockwise
to High while holding a lighted match close to the side of the
burner. Keep the dial held down for 3 seconds after the burner
has lit, then release. Wait until the flame is burning evenly
before adjusting it.

There is no clicking/
sparking.

There is a power failure. See entry ‘There is a power failure’
above.
The ignitor(s) may be dirty or wet. Clean them following the
instructions in ‘Care and cleaning’.

There is clicking/
sparking, but a burner
or burners won’t light
easily or at all.

Wait 1 minute, then try to relighting the burner
again, holding the dial for a few more seconds this time
around. If this doesn’t work and the burner still won’t light, see
the other possible causes and solutions below.
The gas supply may not be turned on at the valve or gas bottle.
Turn all the burners off, and check whether the gas supply to
the cooktop is turned on.
The gas supply to the house may not be working. You should
hear the gas when you turn a burner on.
If you use bottled gas, this may indicate you are getting near
the end of the bottle and need to replace it.
Burner parts may be clogged or wet. Make sure that they are
clean and dry. See ‘Care and cleaning’ for instructions.
Burner parts may not have been replaced correctly. Check the
assembly and make sure the burner cap is sitting flat. See ‘Care
and cleaning’ for illustrations.
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Troubleshooting

Problem
The burner goes out
when I release the dial
3 seconds after the
flame lighting.

Possible causes and solutions
Try lighting the burner again, this time holding the dial down
longer.

The flame has been
blown out by a draught
or extinguished by a
spill.

The flame failure protection will automatically cut the gas
supply to the burner off, stopping unburnt gas from escaping.
Turn the affected burner off, then wait for at least 1 minute
before attempting to relight. This is to allow for any small
amount of gas that may have escaped to disperse.

The flame goes out at
low settings.

The gas supply pressure may be low. Check this with your
service person or installer.
If you use bottled gas, this may indicate you are getting near
the end of the bottle

The flames are yellow
or yellow‐tipped
rather than blue.

Burner parts (especially the flame ports) may be clogged or
wet. Check that they are clean and dry.

The flame pattern is
uneven around the
burner.

Burner parts (especially the flame ports) may be clogged or
wet. Check that they are clean and dry. See ‘Care and cleaning’
for instructions and illustrations on clearing clogged flame
ports. After cleaning, check that there is flame coming out of
each port.

The cooktop may have been connected to the wrong type of
gas or the gas pressure is not correct. Contact Customer Care
and do not use your cooktop until it has been checked by a
qualified technician.

Flame ports
(mini wok burner only)

Flame ports

Burner parts may not have been replaced correctly. Check the
assembly and make sure the burner cap and/or ring is sitting
flat on the flame spreader. See ‘Care and cleaning’ for illustrations.
Burner cap

Flame spreader

Troubleshooting
Problem
The flames are too
large, or too small.
The flames are noisy.
The flames lift away
from the burner.

Possible causes and solutions
The cooktop may have been connected to the wrong type of
gas. Contact Customer Care and do not use your cooktop until
it has been checked by a qualified technician.
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Warranty and service

Before you call for service or assistance ...
Check the things you can do yourself. Refer to the installation instructions and your user guide
and check that:
1
2

Your product is correctly installed.
You are familiar with its normal operation.
If after checking these points you still need assistance or parts, please refer to the Service &
Warranty book for warranty details and your nearest Authorised Repairers, Customer Care, or
contact us through our local website listed on the back cover.

Fisher & Paykel Appliances

Model no

Serial no.
Copy these from the serial label on the underside of
the cooktop (right rear) or from the duplicate data
label.

Date of purchase
Contact details

Dealer name
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ġ ࢛ٳᡞตॶᝦޠϛលᓂႮӈڸᎠӬߝႮӈ
αຯԥߴៗጱȄ҇ኩ௭ߴៗጱȂϘٻң
ᡞตॶᝦȄ

29 ZH
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ᜱུܼᡞตॶᝦ
དᗃղᗋຶഢࣃջᡞตॶᝦȄ࣐ΠԋӓڸౙԚѓକُȂ࡛ឋղӶٻңུᡞตॶᝦϟࠊ
ٻңࡿࠓȄԄ्ᕤ၍ၐȂ፝ีᓄࡍۼӗяޠӵୣᆪયȄ
ԋӓߴៗ௪ࢋȈᅬЭߴៗᏣ
ᡞตॶᝦପറᅬЭߴៗᏣȈ࿌Эฒཏѵೞॴ֛ᅬܗೞྗяޑዕᅬਣȂՍᘟᝦᓟྜȄ

ӶॷԪٻңᡞตॶᝦϟࠊ

ġ
ġ
ġ
ġ

ᎨҐٻңࡿࠓȂ्੬րཏԋӓឍ֚ΚȄġ
ᔯࢦ҂ۼᗨ࢝എԋ၇ژ՞йᛨۢȂϸЭᏣȃᝦᓟᇑڸᕘԋ၇ҔጃȄ
ᄈྲԋ၇ᇴ݃ਫαޠഷࡤᔯࢦߓᔯࢦԋ၇সԚΠܛԥԋ၇ϏձȄġ
ጃߴ௦ᡞตॶᝦႬྜȄ

1

1

3

5

ķ
ᡞตॶᝦոġșġCG604Dġ

1

1
4
2

Ķ

6
ᡞตॶᝦոġșġCG905Dġ

1ġ
2ġ
3ġ
4ġ
5ġ
6ġ

ϜЭᝦᓟ
τЭᝦᓟ
ϊ២ᗨᝦᓟ
២ᗨᝦᓟ
ϊЭᝦᓟġ
ښఌ໗

ٻңᡞตॶᝦ
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ᜱ

b

a

ഷτ
ഷτ
ഷϊ
ᝦᓟࡿ
ұᏣ
1

ጃ्ۢٻңޠᝦᓟᄈᔗޠఌ໗Ȅ

ࡹίఌ໗ĩaĪЇਣଭ҉ژഷτ՞ဋ(bĪȄ
ġ ᘉЭᏣ҉Э߇ਣึяൃⶾᖑȄ
ġ Ԅ
ġ ݏϛึяൃⶾᖑȂᇴ݃ϛ҉Э߇ᘉ
ᐾᝦᓟȄԄݏᝦᓟϛᘉЭȂױఌ໗҉
Ӳژᜱĩ o Ī՞ဋȂดࡤࣽᅹᜳ௷၍
ഌϸȄ

2

ġ
ġ

a

3ऍយ

b
ഷτ

ഷϊ
3

ġ
ġ

ӶᝦᓟᘉᐾϟࡤȂࡹ՟ఌ໗3ऍយĩaĪӕܺ
КȄ
ġ ౫
ġ ӶѠпӶഷτ՞ဋڸഷϊ՞ဋϟ
Ӊཏ።ЭΩĩţĪȄ
ġ Ϲ
ġ ϽӶഷτ՞ဋڸᜱĩoĪ՞ဋϟ።
ЭΩȂϹϽױఌ໗҉ژԫୣȄ

4ġ Ӷౙ๗ϟࡤȂױఌ໗ਣଭ҉ژᜱĩoĪ

՞ဋȄ
ġ ᔯࢦᝦᓟᅬЭȄ
ġ Ӷ
ġ ᚕኂܙϟࠊᔯࢦܛԥᝦᓟϑ
ᜱԂȄ

ġ
ġ

ġ २्Ȋġ
ԄึݏҢίӗӉΚᆎݸȂҴڔᜱഗᝦᓟĩoĪȂดࡤࣽᅹᜳ௷၍ഌϸᕤ၍ίΚؐ၏ϨቅȈ

ġ
ġ
ġ
ġ

ԥᐩ੩کȄ
Эฒཏѵೞॴ֛ᅬܗೞྗяޑዕᅬȄ
ϛึяൃⶾᖑİϛ҉Э߇Ȃึܗяൃⶾᖑİ
҉Э߇ȂկΚঐܗӼঐᝦᓟϛᘉЭȄ
ᝦᓟѳڻባЭϛְϻȂܗഌϸЭฒԥܵԤ
౫ຬȄ

ġ
ġ
ġ
ġ

ӶᘉЭ3ऍយϟࡤܺఌ໗ਣȂЭฒᅬྟȄ
Эฒܗฒ֖༂ՔȂՅϛᙣՔȄ
ЭฒЋτȃЋϊȃ܈τ܈ϊȃึяቤቤᖑ
ܗባᚕᝦᓟȄ
ႬྜึҢࢉሬȄ

ٻңᡞตॶᝦ

33 ZH

ң២ᗨౙ
ѬӶ២ᗨᝦᓟܗϊ២ᗨᝦᓟαȞຝဵՅۢȟܺαᓎᐡණޠٽ២ᗨ࢝ٻң២ᗨȂԄίშܛұȄ

२्Ȋ
ġ
ġ

ጃߴ២ᗨ࢝ᛨȈю҇ᆨᆨћӶ҂ۼᗨ࢝αȂԄίშܛұȄ
ጃߴ២ᗨϛڐױу҂ۼᗨ௱ژΚᜟȂࠍཽٻ҂ۼᗨϛᛨȂױܗዦ໕ϜӶߤߗޠᕔᏪحܗ
ѯαȄ

ю

CG905D២ᗨᝦᓟұཏშ
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ౙࠍ

२्Ȋ
ġ
ġ
ġ
ġ

ӶٻңᡞตॶᝦਣȂϹϽሊᚕᡞตॶᝦȄߞਣตཽݵҢྮ᜵ȂྗٯяѠᐾݷܓȄ
ޑॶࣕݷਣ्ϊЗȈݷѠٟഁႇዦȂЏڐӶٻңτЭਣȄġ
ᇑαᗨᇑϛᡲዦ໕යึȂѠпᕼౙਣȄ
ഷτ४࡚ӵЎҙషȂѠпᕼౙਣȄ

ౙңڏ

ġ
ġ
ġ
ġ

ٻң҂ࠕۼᐵᗨȄ
ϹϽױτᐵᗨܗ҂ۼᗨܺӶحѯαȂࠍཽױዦ໕ᙾಌحژѯαᚾحѯȄ
ۗಥ्ጃߴױᐵᗨܺӶᝦᓟҔαРڐٻ҂ᛨȄġ
ጃߴᐵᗨτϊᇅᝦᓟτϊࣻପȄӶτᝦᓟαٻңϊᗨਞ౦ϛାȄίߓᇴ݃ѠӶؑঐᝦᓟαٻң
ޠᐵᗨޠഷϊᗨޣۼ৸ڸഷτᗨޣۼ৸Ȉ

ᝦᓟ

ഷϊޣ৸

ഷτޣ৸

ϊЭ

ϛᎍң

22cm

ϜЭ

ϛᎍң

22cm

τЭ

ϛᎍң

22cm

15cm

22cm

ϛᎍң

36cm

20cm

40cm

ϛᎍң

45cm

ϊ២ᗨġ

ࠍᗨ
២ᗨȞٻң២ᗨ࢝ȟ

២ᗨġ

ࠍᗨ
២ᗨȞٻң២ᗨ࢝ȟ

ߴШఽڸዔ
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२्Ȋ
ġ
ġ
ġ

Ӷఽዔܗᆱៗϟࠊۗಥ्Ȉ
ᜱഗܛԥᝦᓟȄ
ױᡞตॶᝦႬྜඩᓟᕔᏪඩ৵αܧίٿȄ
ጃߴᡞตॶᝦІڐႮӈӶѠԋӓដᄦ࡚ྤޠጓ൝ϲȄ

Κૢ࡛ܓឋ

ġ
ġ
ġ
ġ
ġ
ġ
ġ

ۢఽዔᡞตॶᝦȂϹϽᡲԵၭᐷฑȂࠍѠᜳఽଷȄ
ϹϽңԥःᑒձңఽޠዔᏙȃܢҁܗᔣφఽዔᡞตॶᝦޠӉեႮӈȄ࢛ٳѼᓹᔣφηѠཽ
߇ڙᡞตॶᝦȄᎨዀᡇαޠᇴ݃Ȅ
Ꮢఽץ౪ྗяޑȄԄݏӉڐᡑୂȂॶޑѠཽߣ༭ባЭπȂयٻЭฒϛְϻȄ
ጃߴᡞตॶᝦޠӉեႮӈϛఽዔᏙȇ࿌ᡞตॶᝦϏձਣȂཽޑᡑԚԵၭȄ
ࣽࡤ८ංॳᕤ၍ӶఽዔᡞตॶᝦϟࡤȂԄեҔጃܺӲ҂ۼᗨ࢝ٯಣ၇ᝦᓟȄ
ϹϽңՍఽዔ੧ጒఽዔᡞตॶᝦႮӈȄ
ϹϽٻңᇒఽآዔᏣȄ

Ԅեȉ

Ϩቅȉ
ᓝ౦ȉ

ңዦػЬݿႳڿԵၭȄ
ңܢҁᡎϜܓঢ়ңࣀᅦᏙܗϛលᓂఽዔ
ᏙᔣࡻԵၭȄ
3 ңୂޠᕇܢҁᔣࡻȄ
4 ңົಡᡋᆱܢҁᔣୂߓ८Ȅ
5 Ԅ्ණାӏ࡚߬Ȃ्ٻңӬᎍޠϛលᓂ
ܨӏᏙȄ
ġ ѠпңॶңҪ᎘ଷџЬίޠරᘉȄ

ϛលᓂݗۼ
ӶؑԪٻң
ϟࡤ

1
2

ښఌ໗
्҇ਣ

1
2

ңᕇܢҁᡎϜఽܓዔᏙᔣࡻȄѠпңϛ
លᓂఽዔᏙఽዔښఌ໗ദ८Ȅ
ңܢҁᔣୂȄ

२्Ȋ
ġ ϹϽңԥःᑒձңఽޠዔᏙȃ
ᓂෞᔣφܗᎣւޑᡞᔣࡻϛ
លᓂȄ
ġ ۗಥ्Ꭸዀᡇαޠᇴ݃Ȃጃ
ߴϛលᓂఽዔᏙϛ֥෪ϾޑȂ
ӱ࣐෪ϾޑԥᆼᇠܓȂѠཽ
ᚾᡞตॶᝦߓ८Ȅ
ġ ۗಥܝݽРӪᔣࡻϛលᓂȄ
ġ შң១ৣڔӶϛលᓂα
ޠȂᔣϛ௭Ȅ
ϹϽң੧ጒఽዔᏙఽዔښఌ໗Ȃ
ࠍѠཽખᚾߓ८༰ቺȄ

ZH
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ߴШఽڸዔ
२्Ȋ

Ԅեȉ

Ϩቅȉ
ᓝ౦ȉ
ᝦᓟᇑڸᕘȃ
ϸЭᏣȃ҂
ۼᗨ࢝ڸ២
ᗨ࢝
्҇ਣȂկ
ΚঐУՎЎ
ΚԪ

1
2
3

ڦя्ఽዔޠႮӈȄ
ࣽԫࢻโϜޠඩშȄ
ױԥႳڿԵၭޠႮӈΤԥᐡࣀՙલྚష
ࣀܗᐡࣀલྚషϜȄ
ңዦػЬఽዔႮӈȄңѼᓹޣܝܗږ
ޠଠવଭఽዔባЭπȄ

ባЭπȞ༊ϊ
២ᗨᝦᓟȟ
ባЭπ

4
5
6

ᘉЭᏣڸ
དขᏣ
ΚঐУՎЎ
ΚԪ

ңྤЬୂࣀؠȄ
ңୂܢҁᔣୂȄ
ҔጃܺӲᝦᓟႮӈȂԄԫࢻโϜޠඩშܛ
ұȄ

ңвږᡎҧஆϾᆡсಡఽዔᘉЭᏣڸདข
ᏣȄ

ᘉЭᏣ

ᡞตॶᝦܛ
ԥᡞႮӈ
ؑ3-4ԒΚԪ

དขᏣ

ġ ጃߴᡲባЭπߴࡼఽዔȄྗ
яޑॶޠѠཽߣ༭ባ
ЭπȂആԚᘉЭୱᚡܗЭฒ
ϛְϻȄġ
ġ ᏒץᔣࡻॶޑԵၭྗܗя
ޑȄԄݏӉڐᅨϾȂѠ
ᜳӕᔣ௭ȂࣦՎཽٻٳႮ
ӈҘεᡑՔȄ
ġ Ӷԋ၇ᝦᓟႮӈϟࠊȂጃߴ
ٳႮӈୂޠȄᝦᓟႮӈ
ዙᕇѠཽആԚЭฒளȄġ
ġ Ӷ२ུಣ၇ႮӈϟࡤȂᔯࢦ
ܛԥႮӈޠ՞ဋҔጃȂ
ดࡤӕᘉЭȄಣ၇ᓀᇳѠ
ཽആԚӡᓏޠЭฒளڸᘉ
ЭୱᚡȄ

ġ ᘉЭᏣณԵޑѠጃߴณࢉሬ
҉Э߇ȂདขᏣณԵޑѠጃ
ߴᅬЭߴៗᏣҔளϏձȄۢ
ᔯࢦᘉЭᏣڸདขᏣȂጃ
ߴѻউఽዔȄ

ġ ᖓ࿌ӵ᠍௳ޠঔ౪ۺӓ८ᔯࢦᡞตॶ

ġ ܛԥᔯࢦڸᆱៗ҇Ҧၦ

ᝦܛޠԥᡞႮӈȄ
ġ ࣽᆱঔߴڸঔКьܗᖓࡋЙ݉ଡ଼ഌᕤ
၍࿌ӵ௳᠍ঔ౪ޠۺᖓРݳȄ

ġ Ԅݏңᆔഀ௦ྜȂᗚᔗ

সໍȄ
၏ᔯࢦᐍঐᆔԥᑒ
ܗᚾၭຬȄ

ߴШఽڸዔ
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ҔጃܺӲ҂ۼᗨ࢝
CG905D
ڎঐ҂ۼᗨ࢝ѠпϤඳȄԄშܛұܺԂ҂ۼᗨ࢝Ȃ༬්ِѵᇅᡞตॶᝦࣻݗۼପȄġ

შ19ġҔጃޠ҂ۼᗨ࢝՞ဋȞCG905Dȟ

CG604D
҂ۼᗨ࢝ѬԄშܛұܺဋȂ҇ᙾᗨ࢝ᇅᡞตॶᝦݗۼ༬ِࣻପȂπ՞ܼϊ២ᗨ࢝ϟ
αȄ

შ20ġҔጃޠ҂ۼᗨ࢝՞ဋȞCG604Dȟ
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ߴШఽڸዔ

ҔጃܺӲᝦᓟႮӈ
ϜЭᝦᓟȃτЭᝦᓟڸϊЭᝦᓟ

ᝦᓟᇑ

ϸЭᏣ

དขᏣ

ᘉЭᏣ

២ᗨᝦᓟڸϊ២ᗨᝦᓟȞ២ᗨᝦᓟұཏშȟ

ϸЭᏣ

ᘉЭᏣ

ᝦᓟᇑ
ᕘ

དขᏣ

ᅹᜳ௷၍
ୱᚡ

Ѡࢉޠሬӱڸ၍؛ᒳݳ

ԥᐩ੩کȄ

ᆔԋ၇ϛ࿌ܗખആԚᅔȄ

२्Ȋ
ϹϽٻңӉեႬ೪റȂϹϽᐈձӉեႬᜱȄ
1ġ ԄݏԥӉեᝦᓟӶᐾᐷȂҴڔᜱഗܛԥᝦᓟȄ
2ġ ԄݏղޤၿԄեᘟᡞตॶᝦྜȞሩߟܗᡭȟȂ्
ᘟྜȄ
3ġ ҉ๆφᡲᡞයяџȄ
4ġ Ꮢץᖓ࿌ӵ᠍௳ޠঔ౪ٿࠊۺঔ౪Ȅ

२्Ȋ
ϹϽٻңۧґঔ౪ԂޠᡞตॶᝦȄ

ӶॷԪٻңᡞตॶᝦ
ਣȂԥససޠᐝጳߝܗ
឵کȄ

ӶॷԪٻңᡞตॶᝦਣȂҔள౫ຬȂӶᇨആႇโϜ
ᎸޠޑᐾᐷਣึяکޠȄٻңΚཽڌϟࡤȂ൸ϛӕԥ
کΠȄ

ႬȄ

ϬดѠпٻңᡞตॶᝦȂկ҇ңЭᘉᐾᝦᓟȄ࣐ԫȂᡲ
ᐾᐷޠЭ௦ߗᝦᓟᜟȂดࡤࡹίఌ໗Їਣଭ҉ژഷτ՞ဋȄ
ӶᝦᓟᘉЭϟࡤȂࡹ՟ఌ໗3ऍយࡤܺКȂ๊ژЭฒᐾᐷְϻ
ӕ።ЭΩτϊȄ

ϛึяൃⶾᖑİϛ҉Э߇

ႬȄࣽα८ޠႬȄ
ѠᘉЭᏣᠱΠܗዙᕇȄᐄߴᎵఽڸዔΚܛख़ؐఽዔ
ᘉЭᏣȄ

ึяൃⶾᖑİ҉Э߇Ȃկ
ΚঐܗӼঐᝦᓟᜳᘉЭ
ܗณݳᘉЭ

๊ࡠ1ϸយȂดࡤӕԪლၑᘉᐾᝦᓟȂӼࡹఌ໗ංऍយȄԄݏ
ኻϬดณݳᘉᐾᝦᓟȂࣽί८ӗяڐޠуѠࢉޠሬӱ
ڸ၍؛ᒳݳȄ
Ѡءԥ҉ሩߟܗᡭٽȄᜱഗܛԥᝦᓟȂดࡤᔯࢦ
҉ΠᡞตॶᝦྜȄ
Ѡ௦ژঢ়၈ྜޠԥୱᚡȄ҉ᝦᓟȂᔗ၏ژԥᡞࢻ
яٿȄ
Ԅٻݏңᡭ၇ᡞȂѠᡭ၈ޠᡞϛӼΠȂ҇ඳ
ᡭȄ
ѠᝦᓟႮӈߣ༭ܗዙᕇȄጃߴᝦᓟႮӈఽዔୂᕎȄࣽߴ
ᎵఽڸዔΚϜޠᇴ݃Ȅ
ѠᝦᓟႮӈءԥ၇ԂȄᔯࢦᝦᓟႮӈ၇ԂȂጃߴᝦᓟ
ᇑܺ҂ȄࣽߴᎵఽڸዔΚϜޠұཏშȄ

39 ZH
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ᅹᜳ௷၍

ୱᚡ

Ѡࢉޠሬӱڸ၍؛ᒳݳ

ӶᝦᓟᘉЭ3ऍយϟࡤܺ
ఌ໗ਣȂᝦᓟᅬЭȄ

ӕԪლၑᘉᐾᝦᓟȂӼࡹఌ໗ංऍយȄ

Эฒೞॴ֛ᅬܗೞྗя
ޑዕᅬȄ

ᅬЭߴៗᏣՍᘟᝦᓟྜȂ٪ЦґᐾᐷޠᡞྗяȄᜱഗ
ڨኈޠᝦᓟȂ๊ࡠՎЎĲϸយӕᘉЭȂᡲྗяޠЎ໕ґᐾᐷޠ
ᡞᘘයȄ

ఌ໗҉ژഷϊਣᅬЭȄ

ѠᡞᔇΩЋϊȄ፝ᆱঔসܗԋ၇স።ᡞตॶ
ᝦȄ
Ԅٻݏңᡭ၇ᡞȂѠᡭ၈ޠᡞϛӼΠȂ҇ඳ
ᡭȄ

Эฒܗฒ֖༂ՔȂՅ
ϛᙣՔȄ

ѠᝦᓟႮӈȞЏڐባЭπȟߣ༭ܗዙᕇȄᔯࢦᝦᓟႮӈ
ఽዔୂᕎȄ
Ѡᡞตॶᝦഀ௦ޠᡞϛӬᎍȂηѠᡞᔇΩ
ϛӬᎍȄᖓࡋЙ݉ଡ଼ഌȂӶၦসᔯࢦᡞตॶᝦϟࠊ
ϹϽٻңᡞตॶᝦȄ

ᝦᓟѳڻЭฒϛְϻȄ

ѠᝦᓟႮӈȞЏڐባЭπȟߣ༭ܗዙᕇȄᔯࢦᝦᓟႮӈ
ఽዔୂᕎȄࣽߴᎵఽڸዔΚϜޠᇴ݃ڸඩშᕤ၍Ԅե
ఽዔߣ༭ޠባЭπȄӶఽዔባЭπϟࡤȂᔯࢦؑঐባЭπ
ባЭȄ
ባЭπ
Ȟ༊ϊ២ᗨᝦᓟȟ

ባЭπ

ѠᝦᓟႮӈءԥ၇ԂȄᔯࢦᝦᓟႮӈ၇ԂȂጃߴᝦᓟ
ᇑڸİܗᕘ҂ܺӶϸЭᏣαȄࣽߴᎵఽڸዔΚϜޠඩშȄ
ᝦᓟᇑ

ϸЭᏣ

ᅹᜳ௷၍
ୱᚡ

Ѡࢉޠሬӱڸ၍؛ᒳݳ

ЭฒЋτܗЋϊȄ

Ѡᡞตॶᝦഀ௦ޠᡞϛӬᎍȄᖓࡋЙ݉ଡ଼ഌȂ
ӶၦসᔯࢦᡞตॶᝦϟࠊϹϽٻңᡞตॶᝦȄ

ЭฒึяቤቤᖑȄ
ЭฒባᚕᝦᓟȄ

41 ZH

ZH

42

ߴڸڿᆱঔ

ӶयႬ൷ؒ݉ଡ଼ڟܗֆϟࠊȌȌ
ՍϐӒᔯࢦᡞตॶᝦȄᎨԋ၇ᇴ݃ਫٻڸңࡿࠓȂٯᔯࢦȈ
1ġ ࠣԋ၇ҔጃȄ
2ġ ղዤோҔளᐈձȄ

ԄݏӶໍαख़ᔯࢦϟࡤϬดሰ्ڟֆܗႮӈȂ፝Ꭸᆱঔڿߴڸᕤ၍ߴڿၐȃഷߗ௳ޠ
᠍ঔ౪ࡋڸۺЙ݉ଡ଼ഌȂีܗᓄࡍۼӗяޠӵୣᆪયᖓשউȄ

ŇŪŴũŦųġħġőŢźŬŦŭġłűűŭŪŢůŤŦŴ

ဵġ
ġ

ဵזġ
ġѠпӶᡞตॶᝦۼ८ȞѢࡤРȟဵזޠዀᡇܗ
റңၦਠዀᡇαဵזڸဵژ׳Ȅġ

ᗋຶС
ᖓၦਠġ

စ୧ӫᆏġ

ġġ
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